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a b s t r a c t

Properties of indoline dye, D149, as a sensitizer for electrodeposited porous ZnO has been studied in
detail. Control of adsorption time and use of co-adsorbing cholic acid (CA) were essential to achieve high
efficiencies, because of aggregation of D149 to worsen the fill factor of solar cells. Adsorption isotherm
measured for D149 on ZnO powder indicated 1.5 layer adsorption at saturation. Use of CA significantly
improved the cell performance as it prevents aggregation and decreases the amount of D149 adsorbed.
eywords:
ye-sensitized solar cells
nO
ndoline dye
dsorption

Impedance analysis of the cells with different levels of dye loading showed that dye aggregates form deep
traps to promote recombination even at low cell voltages, thus resulting in an I–V curve with rounded
shoulder with poor fill factor. A new indoline dye DN-7 turned out to behave much better in this regard,
allowing foolproof reproduction of stably high efficiencies as its aggregation is much more relaxed than
D149 and worsening of the fill factor can be avoided.
ggregation
mpedance

. Introduction

Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) are promising candidates of
hotovoltaic devices which can efficiently convert solar energy-to-
lectricity at substantially low cost [1,2]. The best DSSC is based
n TiO2 porous electrode prepared by sintering its nanoparticles
t a high temperature (typically > 450 ◦C). In combination with
oly-pyridine Ru (II) complexes, it has achieved high solar energy-
o-electricity conversion efficiencies (�) up to 11% [3]. In order to
educe the production cost of DSSCs and also to achieve versatility
n applications, use of plastic substrate is more preferable compared
o glass substrate. However, it is difficult to reach the same high effi-
iencies in plastic solar cells, because high temperature annealing
annot be applied.

On the other hand, ZnO can often be processed at relatively
ow temperatures. It has similar band positions but higher carrier

obility than TiO2 [4,5], and thus be an attractive alternative elec-
rode material especially for realization of plastic DSSCs. We have
eveloped a method to directly crystallize mesoporous ZnO thin
lms from water by use of organic dye molecules such as eosinY as
structure-directing agent (SDA) for cathodic electrodeposition of

nO [6]. Because the entire process requires neither high tempera-
ure nor aggressive chemicals, soft electrode materials such as ITO
oated PET films can be used as the substrate. Owing to its porous
rystalline structure having both high crystallinity and high surface
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area, such ZnO thin films can perform as excellent photoelectrode
material to achieve high collection efficiency of photogenerated
charge carriers [7]. When it was combined with indoline dye, D149,
having relatively wide absorption in the visible range, a high con-
version efficiency of 5.6% could be achieved [6]. Achieving higher
efficiency may become possible by finding a dye that sensitizes
ZnO as efficient as D149 but absorbs in relatively wider wavelength
region.

The above-mentioned success with the indoline dyes, however,
was not readily achieved. Indoline dyes are often very sensitive
to the conditions of their adsorption onto ZnO surface, such as
the kind of solvent, temperature, dipping time and use of co-
adsorbing chemicals. Even when the same dye molecule was used,
its efficiency drastically changed depending on such conditions and
optimization of them was a demanding work. By contrast, Ru com-
plex on TiO2 is relatively insensitive to the conditions of adsorption,
probably because dye monolayer is spontaneously formed in this
combination. It is therefore important to develop photosensitizer
dye for ZnO not only to achieve high efficiency but also to facili-
tate the choice of adsorption conditions, in order to achieve high
reproducibility of device performance, which should be essential
for commercial production.

In this work, we have studied the influence of adsorption con-
ditions on device performance taking D149 and cholic acid (Fig. 1)

[8] as sensitizer dye and co-adsorbing agent, respectively, to be
combined with electrodeposited porous ZnO electrode. Change
of device performance was examined not only by I–V measure-
ments but also by photocurrent action spectra and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Aside from such electrochemical

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jphotochem.2010.08.015
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10106030
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jphotochem
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Fig. 1. Chemical structures of D149 and cholic acid molecules.

nalysis, adsorption behavior of D149 was also studied. The ori-
in of the changes of device performance and possibilities of its
mprovement are discussed.

. Experimental

.1. Electrodeposition of porous ZnO thin films

F-doped SnO2 (FTO) coated glass (8 �/�, Asahi Glass) sheets
ere washed subsequently with detergent, acetone and 2-
ropanol. They were soaked in a 45% HNO3 solution for 2 min and
nally rinsed with water. They were used in a configuration of a
otating disk electrode (RDE) by attaching them to a commercial
DE system (Autolab) through a home-made attachment.

Electrodeposition of thin films was carried out in a single com-
artment cell equipped with an FTO glass RDE working, a Zn wire
ounter and a saturated calomel reference (SCE) electrodes. The
emperature was kept at 70 ◦C by a thermostat in all experiments. A
okuto-Denko HSV-100 voltammetric tool was used for potential
ontrol and current monitoring. The FTO glass working electrode
as activated towards O2 reduction by electrolysis at −1.2 V and

00 rpm rotation speed for 30 min in an O2 saturated 0.1 M KCl
Merck) aqueous solution. Then, a small amount of concentrated
nCl2 (Merck) solution was added to the bath to achieve its con-
entration of 5 mM. A compact ZnO layer was electrodeposited
t −1.1 V for 10 min. A stock solution of eosinY disodium salt
Kanto) was further added to the bath to be 50 �M in the bath
nd ZnO/eosinY hybrid thin film was electrodeposited at −1.0 V
or 20 min. The resulting film was rinsed with water and soaked in
dilute KOH (Nacalai) aqueous solution (pH 10.5) for overnight to
xtract eosinY from the film. Such a procedure yielded thickness of
ompact layer and porous layer of ca. 1 and 3 �m, respectively.

.2. Dye adsorption and cell fabrication

ZnO thin films were sensitized by soaking them in a 0.5 mM
149 solution in acetonitrile/tert-buthyl alcohol (v/v = 1/1) mix-

ure, with or without 1.0 mM cholic acid (CA) at room temperature
or controlled periods between 1 min and 25 h. The dyed ZnO
lectrode and a Pt-sputtered FTO glass counter electrode were
ssembled into a sandwich-type miniature (0.3 cm2 area) cell using

hot-melt ionomer film as a spacer. Electrolyte solution consist-

ng of 0.5 M tetrapropylammonium iodide (TPAI) and 0.05 M I2 in
cetonitrile/ethylene carbonate (v/v = 1/4) mixture was filled by
apillary action. For EIS, the whole film in a round shape with 13 mm
iameter was used to assemble a sealed cell with the electrode area
f 1.13 cm2 using a spacer film with a 12 mm round hole.
Photobiology A: Chemistry 216 (2010) 1–7

2.3. Photoelectrochemical measurements

I–V curves of the cells were measured by EKO MP-160
curve tracer under illumination with a simulated sun light (AM
1.5, 100 mW cm−2) generated by a Yamashita-Denso YSS-150A.
Photocurrent action spectra were measured on a Bunko-Keiki
CEP-2000 system under monochromatic light illumination with a
constant photon flux of 0.5 × 1016 s−1 cm−2. A mask was applied to
the cells to regulate the active area to 0.2 cm2 in these measure-
ments.

Ac impedance response of the cells were measured under illu-
mination with a 200 W Xe lamp (Ushio) filtered for visible light and
using a Solartron 1260/1287 system for a frequency range between
1 MHz and 10 mHz and for bias voltages between 300 and 700 mV.

2.4. Analysis of dye adsorption on ZnO

A known area of the dyed ZnO film was soaked in a measured
volume of N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMA) for 24 h to desorb the
dyes. Its UV–vis absorption spectrum was measured to determine
the amount of adsorbed dye.

In order to measure adsorption isotherm, controlled amounts
of ZnO nanoparticulate powder (TAYCA MZ-300, specific surface
area = 30 m2 g−1) were added to 0.5 mM D149 solutions and stirred
overnight at 40 ◦C to establish equilibria of dye adsorption. The
ZnO particles were then separated by centrifugation (5000 rpm, for
10 min) and dye concentrations in supernatants were measured.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Optimization of ZnO/D149 cells

Photovoltaic performance of a ZnO/D149 cell is highly sensitive
to the soaking time of ZnO film in D149 solution for sensitiza-
tion. Fig. 2 shows the change of the I–V curves of the cells under
AM 1.5 light illumination (a) and in the dark (b). D149 is highly
adsorptive to ZnO, so that the porous ZnO film could be nicely col-
ored already after 1 min soaking. Consequently, the photocurrent
reaches a relatively high value of close to 9 mA cm−2. Extension of
the soaking time to 10 min leads to an increase of photocurrent
above 10 mA cm−2. However, further increase of soaking time to
120 min results in a decrease of photocurrent.

These changes of photocurrent are nicely explained by the
changes of the action spectra (Fig. 3). That of the cell with 1 min
soaking time shows a relatively narrow and sharp peak at 540 nm
with an incident photon to current conversion efficiency (IPCE)
value of ca. 75%. For this sample, the light harvesting efficiency
(LHE) is still limited due to small amount of adsorbed dye (see
supporting information Fig. 1S for absorption spectra of D149
adsorbed ZnO thin films used in these measurements). IPCE is
related to LHE together with the quantum efficiency of charge sepa-
ration on photoexcitation of dye bound to ZnO (ϕinj) and the charge
collection efficiency (�coll) as follows:

IPCE = LHE × ϕinj × �coll (1)

so that LHE determines the shape of IPCE spectrum to reflect the
absorption character of D149 molecule, when the LHE value is
small. The IPCE of the sample with 10 min soaking time is higher
for all wavelength than that with 1 min, due to the increase of LHE.
While the highest value of about 85% is achieved around the absorp-

tion maximum, the effect of LHE increase is prominent especially
for the wavelength range where light extinction coefficient of D149
becomes small, thus resulting in a significant broadening of the IPCE
peak. The sample with 120 min soaking, on the other hand, shows a
clear decrease of IPCE maximum down to about 70% accompanied
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Fig. 4. I–V curves of the DSSCs employing electrodeposited porous ZnO thin films
ig. 2. I–V curves of the DSSCs employing electrodeposited porous ZnO thin films
oaked in a D149 solution for 1 (—), 10 (- -), and 120 min (– · –) measured under
llumination with an AM 1.5 simulated sun light (a) and in the dark (b).

ith a further broadening of the peak. For this sample, LHE is suf-
ciently high. Because �coll is expected to be the same for all these
ells as they employ the same electrode materials and electrolyte,

he decrease of ϕinj should be responsible to the decrease of IPCE.

One can also notice from Fig. 2(a) significant worsening of the
ll factor (FF) on extension of the soaking time as 0.64, 0.56 and
.42 for 1, 10 and 120 min, respectively. When dark currents are
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ig. 3. Photocurrent action spectra of DSSCs employing electrodeposited porous
nO thin films soaked in a D149 solution for 1 (�), 10 (©), and 120 min (�).
soaked in a mixed solution of D149 and cholic acid for 1 (—), 10 (- - -), and 120 min
(– · –), measured under illumination with an AM 1.5 simulated sun light (a) and in
the dark (b).

compared (Fig. 2(b)), the extension of the soaking time causes a
systematic decrease of the cathodic current that would indicate
suppression of electron transfer from the electrode to I3− ions in
the electrolyte owing to the better coverage of ZnO surface by
D149 molecules. Open circuit voltage of the cells, however, almost
stays constant, despite that the decrease of back reaction is usually
believed to increase the electron concentration in the electrode,
thus the increase of Voc [9].

These cell characteristics are significantly improved by co-
adsorbing CA with D149. The I–V curves measured for the cells
employing ZnO electrodes soaked in a mixture of D149 and CA are
presented in Fig. 4. For the cell with 1 min soaking time, Isc is much
smaller than that without CA due to too small amount of D149,
although a higher Voc of ca. 650 mV is achieved. Also, FF of this
cell is the highest (0.70). The highest current close to 12 mA cm−2

as well as the highest voltage of about 680 mV are achieved for the
cell with 10 min soaking. The highest conversion efficiency of 4.78%
was thus obtained under this condition as FF was only slightly wors-
ened. However, extension to 120 min again resulted in a decrease of
Isc and worsening of FF, although the changes were more moderate
than those without CA.

The changes of the cell performance were mainly associated
with that of FF as one can see from the close correlation between

FF and conversion efficiency (�) for different soaking time (Fig. 5).
The FF of the cells continues to worsen on extension of the soaking
time both with and without CA, although those with CA are always
better than without. Without CA, the increase of Isc by the increased
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the cells under the optimum conditions and that employing ZnO
overloaded with D149. The equivalent circuit applied in the analysis
of EIS response proposed by Bisquert [11,12] is presented in Fig. 8.
soaking time / min

ig. 5. Change of fill factor and conversion efficiency (�) of DSSCs on soaking time
f ZnO film in solutions of D149 (circle) and D149 + CA (triangle).

mount of D149 is compensated by the worsening of FF to achieve
onstant � for the soaking time up to 10 min. The � then decreases
y further worsening of FF. On the other hand, the cells with CA
how an increase of � up to 10 min owing to the increase of Isc and
oc with moderately worsened FF. On further soaking, the � goes
own due to the worsening of FF, although still much higher than
hose without CA.

.2. Adsorption of D149 on ZnO

Even though a sort of optimum condition was found, the highly
ensitive nature of D149 to the adsorption conditions is a serious
roblem when industrial mass production of solar cells is aimed.
e have tried to identify the origin of this behavior. It appears

hat the extension of the soaking time leads to an overloading of
149 and then the worsening of FF. The amount of adsorbed D149
as therefore checked in the presence and absence of CA. D149

ould be completely desorbed when the dyed film was soaked in
imethylacetamide (DMA). DMA is aprotic and a very good solvent
f D149. In fact, no D149 can be adsorbed on ZnO when the film
as soaked in a D149 solution in DMA. It is therefore obvious that
149 is simply adsorbed by ionic interaction and is not connected
o ZnO surface through a chemical bond such as ester linkage as
ften spoken for DSCs [10].

The adsorbed D149 rapidly increases in the beginning of soak-
ng and saturates after 60 min both with and without CA (Fig. 6).
owever, the saturation amount in the presence of CA is about

ig. 6. Amount of adsorbed D149 measured for a 3 �m thick electrodeposited
orous ZnO thin film soaked for controlled periods in solutions of D149 (circle)
nd D149 + CA (triangle).
Photobiology A: Chemistry 216 (2010) 1–7

20% smaller than that without. It is confirmed that the amount
of adsorbed D149 decreases by addition of CA because of its co-
adsorption. Then, adsorption isotherm was measured in order to
obtain further information about D149 adsorption on ZnO (Fig. 7).
The low concentration half of the isotherm shows a quick rise
and saturation of adsorption typical for a monolayer adsorption.
However, it further increases when the concentration of dye in
equilibrium goes higher than ca. 180 �M. Although the data points
scatter quite a bit because the amount of ZnO powder added to dye
solution for these data points were very small, the final saturation
amount appears around 50% higher than that of the primary mono-
layer. The initial monolayer adsorption behavior could actually fit
with Langmuir model that is expressed by

m = KadscM

Kadsc + 1
(2)

where m is the amount of adsorbed dye in equilibrium (in units
of mol g−1 ZnO), M is the amount of adsorbed dye in saturation
(mol g−1 ZnO), c is the concentration of dye solution in equilib-
rium, and Kads is the adsorption stability constant in mol−1. Data
points up to c = ca. 150 �M reasonably fit with Eq. (2) and yielded
Kads = 64,300 mol−1 and M = 8.26 × 10−5 mol g−1 ZnO. Taking the
nominal surface area of the ZnO powder that we used (30 m2 g−1),
the area to be occupied by a single D149 molecule in the primary
layer is calculated as 0.60 nm2, that implies dye adsorption stand-
ing on the edge of the molecule, rather than being laid flat. The
secondary layer appears as the half of the primary layer. One could
therefore imagine that two adjacent D149 molecules in the pri-
mary layer provide a site for adsorption of another D149 molecule.
About 20% reduction of the saturation amount in the presence of
CA results from suppression of secondary layer formation due to
co-adsorption of CA molecule in the primary layer. From these anal-
yses, it has become clear that the change of I–V curve by soaking
time and use of CA is related to the aggregation of D149.

3.3. Impedance analysis of ZnO/D149 cells

In order to clarify physical reasons for the worsening of FF, we
have carried out electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) on
The total resistance of the cell (Rtot(U)) which is the reciprocal of
the slope (tangent line) of the I–V curve, thus is a function of the
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Fig. 7. Adsorption isotherm of D149 on nanocrystalline ZnO powder. The solid line
indicates fitting according to Langmuir adsorption model, while the broken line
indicates approximate trend of adsorption of the secondary layer.
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levels of D149 loading (Fig. 11, See supporting information Fig. 2S
for Nyquist plots of the EIS data and the I–V curves of the cells
used for EIS). When Rct(U) of the cells are compared for U close
to the open circuit voltage (ca. 600 mV and higher), adsorption of
Fig. 8. Equivalent circuit used for the fitting of the EIS data measured

ell voltage U, is the sum of the resistances at different interfaces
s,

tot(U) = Rs + RPt + 1
3

Rt(U) + Rct(U) + Rd (3)

here Rs is the series resistance mainly imposed by the TCO glass
ubstrate, RPt is the resistance of interfacial charge transfer at the
ounter electrode, Rt(U) and Rct(U) are the charge transport and
ecombination resistances in the porous ZnO, respectively, both of
hich are expected to be dependent on the voltage thus the con-

entration of electron [13], and Rd is the Warburg resistance of ion
ransport in the electrolyte by diffusion.

Nyquist plots of EIS response measured at different cell voltages
or a typical DSSC employing electrodeposited ZnO electrode are
resented in Fig. 9. The plot close to the open circuit voltage gives
hree semicircles. The impedance on the real axis at the highest
requency end indicates Rs, while the three semicircles represent
Pt, 1/3Rt(U) + Rct(U) and Rd for the high, mid- and low frequency
anges, respectively, as indicated in the figure [14,15]. As the cell
oltage becomes smaller, the semicircles become larger as expected
or the increase of Rtot(U). These plots at different U can be analyzed
o determine each resistance and its dependence on the cell volt-
ge is shown in Fig. 10 to be compared to the change of the I–V
urve. As expected, the values of Rs, RPt and Rd are almost constant
eing independent on U, while the other two, 1/3R (U) and R (U),
t ct

argely change by U. Increase of 1/3Rt(U) and Rct(U) on decrease of
is expected as the electron concentration in ZnO decreases [13].

he overall change of Rtot(U) is mainly dominated by the change of
ct(U). The associated change of the I–V curve then can be divided

105 15
0
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10
Cell voltage (U)

 400 mV
 500 mV
 600 mV
 700 mV

Z'
' /

 Ω
 

Z' / Ω 

Low freq.

High freq.

Rs

RPt 1/3Rt + Rct

Rd

ig. 9. Nyquist plots of EIS data measured at different cell voltages for a DSSC
mploying 3 �m thick electrodeposited ZnO sensitized with D149 (soaked for
0 min in a 0.5 mM D149 + 1 mM CA solution). Three semicircles correspond to
ifferent resistances as shown in the figure.
s study for the ZnO based DSSCs. See text for definition of each term.

into three regions: (I) Rtot(U) is dominated by Rct(U) that is very
large, thus I becomes nearly equal to Isc, (II) Rtot(U) changes by the
change of Rct(U) thus changing I to create a curve and (III) Rtot(U)
becomes almost constant as dominated by Rs thus I changing lin-
early against U. The level of curvature of the I–V curve is therefore
closely related to the change of Rct(U).

Since only 1/3Rt(U) and Rct(U) are dependent on U, these val-
ues are extracted from the EIS analysis on the cells with different
Fig. 10. I–V data measured at different cell voltages for a DSSC employing 7 �m
thick electrodeposited ZnO sensitized with D149 (soaked for 1 h from 0.5 mM
D149 + 1 mM CA solution).
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to 120 min, however, does not degrade the cell performance unlike
D149. Photocurrent as well as FF stays almost constant.

Changes of FF and � against the soaking time are compared for
D149 and DN-7 in Fig. 14. It is obvious that the worsening of FF in
case of DN-7 is much more moderate than that of D149, although
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ig. 11. Rct(U) (filled symbols) and the 1/3Rt(U) (open symbols) values determined
y EIS measurements of DSSCs employing electrodeposited porous ZnO thin films
oaked in solutions of D149 + CA for 1 h (square) and D149 for 5 (circle) and 25
triangle) h.

149 in a higher amount results in a higher resistance, in accor-
ance with the decreased dark current in the I–V measurements
Figs. 2(b) and 4(b)). The better coverage of ZnO surface with D149

olecules leads to a less leaky surface. However, as the voltage thus
lectron concentration decreases, the Rct(U) of the overloaded cells
emains low, while that of the optimum cell quickly increases to
top the back reaction, so that all of the photogenerated charges
re collected at the back contact as the transport resistance Rt(U)
s much smaller. It is likely that aggregates of D149 create deep
raps from which back electron transfer is catalyzed. As the elec-
rons continue to leak even at small voltages, I of the overloaded
ell remains smaller than Isc in the wide range of U down to ca.
00 mV to end up with an I–V curve with rounded shoulder, i.e.,
oor FF. Even though the nature of the electron trapping at the
ye aggregates is unclear, it has become evident that overloading
f D149 results in a weakening of voltage dependence of Rct(U) to
ose some of the photogenerated charges by recombination even
t small cell voltages. Such pathways of back reaction could nicely
e blocked by the use of CA and controlling soaking time to pre-
ent dye aggregation. One can also find differences of Rt(U) by the
evel of dye loading in Fig. 11. It appears that the surface concen-
ration of dye molecule influences the transport of electron in the
anospaced ZnO. However, the transport resistance remains much
maller than all other resistances so that it cannot be the limiting
actor in all cases. Also, discussion about the electron transport is
eyond the scope of the present study.

.4. New indoline dye DN-7 with suppressed aggregation

Searching for an optimum condition for D149 adsorption was
xperimentally possible. However, such a process is simply to find a
best compromise” and is not useful for industrial mass production
f solar cells, because the performance of the cells will be poorly
eproducible. Even though D149 is one of the best dyes for ZnO as
t achieves high IPCE and �, it is unfortunately not the ideal partner
or ZnO due to its tricky aggregation behavior.

We have synthesized various indoline dyes with different sub-
tituents and tested them as sensitizers for ZnO solar cells. Among

hem, we have found favorable characters from DN-7 shown in
ig. 12. The synthetic routes, 1H, and 13C NMR of DN-7 are pro-
ided in Supporting information (Fig. 4S). The only difference of
N-7 from D149 is the substituent on N atom of the indoline
oiety, simply having a phenyl group, but caused a clear differ-
Fig. 12. Chemical structure of DN-7 dye.

ence in the I–V curve with respect to the soaking time (Fig. 13).
The hydrophobic interaction between adjacent DN-7 molecules
are expected to be smaller than that of D149 having a bulky (2,2-
diphenylethenyl)phenyl group, thus making DN-7 less aggregating
than D149. Because of the same reason, DN-7 is less adsorptive
than D149, so that appreciable amount of dye could be attached
only after 10 min soaking time. On extension of the soaking time
to 30 min, photocurrent increased due to the increased amount of
dye and created a maximum efficiency of 4.38%. Further extension
Voltage / V

Fig. 13. I–V curves of the DSSCs employing electrodeposited porous ZnO thin films
soaked in a mixed solution of 0.5 mM DN-7 and 1 mM cholic acid for 1 (—) 10 (- -),
and 120 min (– –), measured under illumination with an AM 1.5 simulated sun light
(a) and in the dark (b).
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ig. 14. Change of fill factor and conversion efficiency (�) of DSSCs on soaking time
f ZnO film in solutions of D149 + CA (circle) and DN-7 + CA (triangle).

t does worsen slightly. Stably high efficiencies can be repeatedly
chieved as DN-7 is less sensitive to the adsorption conditions
han D149, and therefore is better suited to ZnO. Since the absorp-
ion band of DN-7 is slightly shorter than D149 (see supporting
nformation Fig. 3S for absorption spectrum of DN-7), the maximum
chievable current is smaller than that of D149 under the optimum
onditions, thus the maximum � also being smaller. However, easy
andling of DN-7 is its clear advantage, most likely caused by its

ess aggregating property. Dyes with such a chemical property and
ven broader absorption are therefore needed as the ideal partner
or ZnO.

. Conclusion

The reasons of difficulties for achieving high efficiencies using
149 as a sensitizer for ZnO solar cell have been clarified in the
resent study. Adsorption of D149 on ZnO does not stop as a mono-

ayer, but results in aggregation in a higher order, most likely 1.5
ayers as shown by the adsorption isotherm. EIS studies of the cells
ndicated that the aggregates serve as deep traps to make the elec-
rode surface “leaky” against the back reaction even when the cell

oltage becomes small, resulting in rounded I–V curves with poor
ll factors. Such aggregation could only be suppressed by proper
se of co-adsorbing species and controlling the level of adsorption

ess than that of the saturation. Highest efficiencies could only be
btained after such tuning of the process.

[

[

[
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These problems of dye aggregation were relaxed very much with
the new indoline dye DN-7. Even though the record efficiency of
D149 (5.6% [6]) is still higher than that of DN-7, the choice of the
sensitizer should not only be based on that. The foolproof character
of DN-7 to achieve high efficiencies is beneficial not only for opti-
mization of other parts of the devices such as nanostructure of ZnO
and electrolyte composition but also for commercial production of
them. In fact, we do not think that DN-7 is perfect as it is, because it
still needs cholic acid to be co-adsorbed to prevent aggregation.
The truly ideal dye should be such that it spontaneously forms
a monolayer on ZnO without a help of co-adsorbing chemicals
and stably achieve high efficiencies, combined with broad absorp-
tion for high current and suppression of recombination for high
voltage.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.jphotochem.2010.08.015.
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